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The variation of any parameter related to the Earth 
geodynamics is as much influenced by external causes to the earth 
surface as by internal ones, besides the possible instrumental 
effects. 

The elimination of the first and the last ones in the 
considered parameters (sea level, grav1ty, deformations, etc.) 
would leave us as data the variations produced by geodynamical 
phenomena internal to Earth, among which we can find the volcanic 
activity previous to an eruption, concreted in masses movements at 
a very high temperature. 

\/ith sea level data we can try to detect vertical 
deformations of the crust; with gravimetric records the gravity 
variations produced on the surface; with cllnometric ones the 
inclinations produced by deformations, etc. To clearly distinguish 
volcanic phenomena from other possible ones, 1t would be suitable 
to have at our disposal the maximum and most diversified 
information possible. 

DIS1URBING EFFECTS IN l1IE SEA LEVEL AND GRAVITY 

We will center this paper on the study of the application of 
sea level data and gravHy variations obtained In a permanent 
station to the prediction of the volcanic risk. This would be the 
case of the island of Lanzarote, where, among different 
parameters, a continuous and simultaneous register of these two is 
being carried out. 

It will be of interest to first make a brief revision of the 
effects that are going to disturb as much the sea level 
measurement as the surface gravity measurement and whose origin 
will not be the geodynamic activity of the Earth inside. 

There is such a wide bibliography in relation to the 
different disturbing effects in the considered geodynamic 
phenomena that we would not be able to enumerate without being 
excessive. 

The disturbing effects of the average sea level are: oceanic 
tides, periodical climatic cycles, changes in the configuration of 
the sea bot tom, changes in the total mass of water (glaciation, 
ice melting), changes in the water density (variations on 
salinity, temperature, river unloadings. rainfallsJ, variations on 
atmospheric pressure, oceanic flows, evaporation. etc. 
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Gravimetric measurements suffer disturbances in part similar 
to the above. such as those produced by the gravimetric tide, the 
variations of atmospheric pressure. temperature and humidity. 
underground water and rainfaUs. indirect oceanic effect: apart 
from the effects on the gravity produced by geodynamic phenomena 
of internal origin. 

To these disturbing effects of geodynamic origin we have to 
add the perturbances of a purely instrumental origin. such as 
deflection and the effect of the climatic parameters on the 
instruments. 

MODEL TO ELIMINATE DISTURBING EFFECTS 

When estimating the average sea level, we have to eliminate 
variations of short and medium period. or half periods of the 
same. in such a way that we would obtain an equipotentlal surface. 
This is complicated mainly due to the above mentioned problems. A 
reasonable way to determine the average sea level is to first 
eliminate all the variations caused by changes in ambiental 
parameters. To estimate the effects caused by these variations we 
can use a linear model. which would estimate simultaneously the 
average sea level (Anderson. 1978; Vanicek. 1978; Lin. 1989); we 
can write this model in the following way: 

H(t) 

where 

n 

= Ho + C (t-t ) + \ C (P (t)-M ) 
&: 0 L. 1 1 I 

1=1 

1ft 

+ L (A cos wJt + Bjsen wJt) + c(t) 
J = 1 J 

H(t) is the level registered in the t time: 
Ho is the average sea level in the initial instant to in stan-

dard weather conditions; 
C. the secular tendency of the sea level changes: 
to the origin time in which Ho is estimated; 
PI(t) the datum of ambiental parameter; 
HI the corresponding average value of the considered ambiental 

parameter; 
WJ the frequency of the constituents of a long period tide; 
Cl, AJ and BJ are proportonallty contants; and 
c(t) Is the aleatory error next to some unmodelated effects. 

Ho. C.. Cl, AJ and BJ can be determined using a multiple linear 
regression of least squares with the H(t) tidal records, data of 
ambiental parameters PI(t) and the WJ frequencies as input data. 

In the model. a linear secular tendency for the combination 
of global and tectonic hanges is considered. Crust vertical 
movements. unlinear and more complicated will be contained in the 
c(t) residual. and can be estudied separately. 

Data to be used in the model would be first condi Honed by 
the physical location of the station. which would determine the 
existence or not of determined phenomena. and in second place the 
register existence of the particular phenomenum. If we use as data 
the 25 hours average readings. eliminating in this way diurnal and 
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half diurnal tides, we wll1 be using periods of a fortnightly 
lunar astronomic tide (13.6608 days), monthly lunar (27.553 days), 
half annual solar (181.704 days) and annual solar (364.964 days). 
We would not consider the tide constituent of 18.68 years of 
period 1£ the data we are using have an extesion of time lower 
than 18 years. If for our adjustment we use monthly averages as 
data, We will only use the two last periods: half annual solar and 
annual solar. The instrumental deflectIon is generally included in 
the linear term. 

In the same way, we can use graVimetric data registerd in a 
continous form to try to detect the gravity variations produced by 
inner movements of masses with this very same model that is 
allowing us to carry out at the same time the elimination of the 
gravity variation produced by the tide phenomenum and to adjust 
the effects of ambiental parameters. 

Over this model we can introduce variances, mainly in the 
linear variation with time, we can introduce a variation with 
time, where the drift 15 included, of grade two or three, watching 
which of them is better adjusted to our data, specially depending 
on which will better eliminate instrumental deflection. 

In the adjustment, as in the case of the sea level data, we 
can use as data dayly or monthly averages, varying with it the 
tide constituents of long period which we have to consider. 

Using the e(tl residual we will study the existence of 
vertical movements or sporadic gravity variations that can be 
related to a possible local geodynamic activity. which Is the 
aspect of this work interesting for us. 

APPLICATION TO DATA REGISTERED IN THE GEODYNAMIC STATION OF 
LANZAROTE 

In the Geodynamic station of Lanzarote, variations of 
gravity, Sea level. horizontal tilts and temperature in rock are 
continously observed; and, with the intention to correct these 
observations from its effects, several ambiental parameters: 
pressure, ambiental temperature and relative humidity. We have 
also at our disposal pluviometry data of the island's area where 
the statIon is located (G. Perdomo, personal communication). 

The existence of underground waters in the area where the 
station is located is probable, even though we have no explicit 
certainty of it. Everything seems to indicate that if does exist 
it would be in connection with the ocean, depending its level 
variations on the OCean level, and for this reason, among other 
things, from the oceanic tide, so that we can include its effects 
among those produced by the sea level variations (oceanic effect) 
and those produced by rainfalls. 

from the total register series of the different parameters, 
averages of 25 hours have been carried out on readings of gravity, 
sea level, a tmospher ic pressure, ambiental temperature, relative 
humidity and pluviometry for 161 days of the time period 30/11/89 
to 22/7190. Pluviometry values were mainly null, and that Is why 
they have not been used. 

Adjustments for the sea level and gravimetry data have been 
carried out considering linear drift and also quadratic and cubic 
oneS. Wi th the number of data used, the best adjustment was 
produced in the first case; getting worse when considering 
temporary variations either parabolic or cubic ones. To use little 
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data has neither allow a good adjustment of the constituents of 
long period tide, nor the constant term in both cases. 

In the adjustment carried out with the sea level data, not 
having available data on water temperature, salinity, etc., the 
results are not significant for any of the adjusted parameters. 
With gravimetric data, the effect of pressure is determined in a 
clear way: -3.1 t 0.7 ~gal/mb. When working with 25 hours averages 
which eliminate diurnal and half diurnal tides, there are no 
appreciable oceanic effect observed. The average quadratic error 
of the adjustment has been of 36.3 ~gal. 

CONCLUSIONS 

These first results are not useful for the prediction. mainly 
due to the use of very litte data and ruptures together with Jumps 
in those data non perfectly corrected. If we want to use this 
methodology for prediction. we would have to try to reduce these 
problems and use series with more data which will allow us carry 
out good adjustments. 

For prediction, the ideal would be to have this proceeding in 
a totally automatic way. using data provenient from an acquisition 
system to carry out the adjustments in a PC wi th the desired 
periodicity, calculating and representing residuals. To do so, it 
would be also indispensable to carry out a data filtering in an 
automatic way. 

Apart from this use, using hourly, half-hourly data, etc. we 
can also carry out the adjustments to determine the effects of 
different parameters over our signal (gravity, sea level, 
temperature. etc.). 
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